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Installation Instructions

Thank you for buying the GruppeM Ram Air System
Before installation, verify that you have all of the parts in the Parts List on the right.

CAUTION
- Do not install on a road or other place that could interfere with automobile or pedestrian traffic.
- Park on flat, horizontal ground with the emergency brake on, to prevent the vehicle from rolling.  
Remove the key from t he ignition and let the engine cool down completely before beginning 
installation.
- Wear work clothes suitable for the job.  When necessary, wear protective gloves and glasses.
- After installation, regular maintenance is necessary.  Periodically check for realignment, clearance, 
and tightening of all   
  components.
- GruppeM Inc. will not be held responsible for installations to any motor vehicle model other than the 
one specified.
- Keep these instructions in a safe place after using them.

 Speeding and reckless driving are completely unacceptable.  Please use this product with care, 
following all traffic regulations.

Installation of ram air system

PARTS  LIST

filter case

filter

fannel adapter

elbow hose

aluminum pipe

joint adapter

AUDI　A1　1.4TFSI  (8XCAX)

corrugate tubeｘ1

hose band #44ｘ1, #56x2

brace(T0139)brace(T0167)

brace(1079B)

bolt Aｘ7

nutｘ1

An original introduction duct is 
removed and then a cleaner box is 
removed.

The tip area of the introductory duct is 
being fixed on the tapping screw.
And the wiring fixed on the back side is 
also removed.  A cleaner box is pulled up 
and removed upwards.

A cleaner box is removed and 
wiring of an arrow area is fixed 
in an attached band.

The nut of the arrow A of the resin 
bracket under a cleaner box is removed.
A brace is installed in this arrow A and 
the B area.

Braces T0167 and T0139 are made to 
connect, and it installs in a filter case.
Brace 1079B is also installed.

1079B

A corrugate tube is put on the power 
cord of a starter.  Because it interferes 
with a cleaner case, please depress a 
power cord to the lower one.
Please check periodically whether 
     there is any breaking.

Case ASSY is arranged and it fixes 
by a brace.     The A area installs 
a brace under a resin bracket.

An aluminum pipe and an elbow hose 
are used and it connects with an 
original suction hose.

Each part is fixed seeing the clearance 
of a carbon case.

A funnel adapter is installed in a filter 
and a joint adapter is put on it.

In the condition, it arranges in 
a filter case, and attaches with a bolt.
(Being bolt A three places)  

The photo looked at from the side.

Together with a brace here

T0167 and T0139

A
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B
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band #44

band #56

band #56

bandx1

Braces T0167 and 
T0139 are connected.
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